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ABOUT 
Wargate is developing a AAA MMORPG shooter that will push 
creative boundaries by integrating blockchain and NFT 
technologies directly into gameplay. Players will be able to 
truly influence the living, breathing game world through their 
actions while also earning real value - a groundbreaking 
concept.  

 

With integrated artificial intelligence, players can expect thrilling battles, deep 
customization options, and a richly detailed universe to explore and conquer.  
Lots of guns, ammo & sharp blades. 
 

Therefore, we will be glad if you help us with this. 
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STORYLINE 
For Wargate, we've crafted an immersive narrative that pulls players in 
while also empowering them to shape the story through their in-game 
actions and decisions. This dynamic world where players collaboratively 
determine the direction of unfolding events is the foundational element 
that will keep the experience continuously fresh and engaging. 
 
The collective decision-making of the community guides the 
progression of the story and character arcs through a voting system.  

 
 

 More importantly, it is the players themselves who will play a crucial role shaping the 
ongoing story through their direct actions and decisions in-game. Their gameplay 
participation will determine the consequences experienced by all community members.  
 
This dynamic, user-influenced narrative is the foundational element upon which we are 
building our responsive open world. 
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WORLDS AND INHABITANTS 
Vast worlds await your exploration, each filled with diverse cultures and 
mysterious lands. As you travel between realms, you will encounter all 
manner of terrain, from lush forests and towering mountains to vast 
deserts and frigid tundras. Within these worlds thrive untold numbers of 
unique creatures, both friendly and fearsome. 

 

   
 

As you explore the realms, you’ll have the 
opportunity to interact with worlds in 
different ways. You may choose to ally with 
a region, helping secure its freedom and 
prosperity against those who would 
dominate it. Or you could seek to expand 
your influence by capturing new territories. 

 However you decide to engage with each 
location, your actions will shape the fate of 
these worlds and their inhabitants. 
Uncover hidden secrets and forge your 
own destiny as you liberate or bring realms 
under your control throughout your epic 
journey. 
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CHARACTERS 
You’ll have complete freedom to customize your character from 
the ground up. Choose from multiple races, each with their own 
distinct attributes and talents to aid your quest. 

 

 

GUNS & AMMO 
This game offers a huge selection of weapons and armor to suit all 
playstyles. Whether you prefer ranged weapons or like getting up close 
in melee combat, there are many options to choose from. 
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NFT TICKETS 
NFT showcases a concept art of characters that will feature in the 
Wargate game and the following Metaverse. Through it, you’ll be able to 
discover the races, creatures, and monsters that populate the world, and 
even create your own unique character. 
 
NFT ticket holder, you’ll receive access to exclusive closed alpha tests, in-
game items to kick off your adventure, and a reserved position for our 
token presale. 

 

 

Polygon blockchain 
NFT collection is built on the Polygon 
blockchain, which we believe is the most 
convenient solution that eliminates the 
need to overpay for Gas & fees 
 
Low GAS & Fees 

15,000 NFTs 
15,000 unique NFT tickets will be issued. 
Note that the process takes time, as 
each NFT is individually created and 
post-processed, ensuring its exclusivity. 
 
Each NFT is one-of-a-kind 

Gifts to owners 
Every NFT is accompanied by special gift 
boxes that contain Common, Rare, Epic 
& Legendary in-game items. They can 
be used, swapped, or sold. 
 
Gifts & access to events 
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Developing living, breathing virtual worlds is a complex 
undertaking that evolves through many iterative stages. At Realm 
of Magic, our ambition is to forge not merely a game but a fully-
realized digital realm for Players to immerse themselves within. 
 

Q3 2023 
1. Build core team 
2. Story and plot 
3. Game concept 
4. First character reveals 
5. First NFTs to launch 
6. Social media 
 

 Q4 2023 
1. Character design development 
2. Level design 
3. Core gameplay prototype 
4. Website v1 launch 
5. Whitepaper development 
6. GitBook development 
7. Community forming 
 

Q1 2024 
1. Monster NPCs design development 
2. Battle Royale level design 
3. AI integration 
4. First game trailer to reveal 
5. Blockchain integration 
6. Complete 15,000 NFT tickets 
7. Marketplace 

  
This roadmap lays the initial foundations, yet the journey remains open-ended 
– our vision will organically expand in response to emerging technologies and 
the evolving desires of our community. 
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